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Book Descriptions:

California highway patrol traffic collision manual

August 18, 2020 will be our next system maintenance. The report narrative shall conform with the
procedures outlined in the California Highway Patrol Collision Investigation Manual CIM. Search for
another form here. Often times clients ask me, “I’ve beenIt’s not so they could put a point on
yourFailure to do so can result in your licenseUsually, we are able to remedy the situationWhy am I
telling you this. Well, if you’re watching this, you haveI want you to pick up the phone and call
meOwner, Parent of Minor, or Legal Guardian may request a copy of a CHP Order, maintain stock,
control, and issue California Highway. Patrol Collision Investigation Manuals. Develop CHP 556 Rev
790 OPI 042. Page. DATE OF. Develop your skills here. Coach clinic presented by Michael Beale,
Chelsea Football Club s Youth Development Officer Insurance Application. Insurance 2012
Grassroots. CLUB NAME CLUB ID NUMBER CLUB SECRETARY E mail Address. The purpose of this
manual is to establish policy and uniform procedures for documenting motor vehicle collisions within
the framework of SWITRS and the Vehicle Code VC. VC Section requires that all law enforcement
agencies forward to the California Highway Patrol, a copy of every traffic collision report involving
injury or death. Although there is no legal requirement to submit Property Damage Only reports,
agencies are encouraged to do so. Collision documentation is the foundation for any effective traffic
safety program. To attain a reduction in the frequency and severity of traffic collisions, it is
important that the information exchanged among users be identical in definition and type of data.
The statewide use of the standard Traffic Collision Report forms in accordance with the instructions
in this manual will meet this requirement and provide meaningful data concerning each of the
following subjects 1. The magnitude of the overall traffic collision
problem.http://hocikto.info/userfiles/digiplex-manual.xml
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youtube, california highway patrol traffic collision manual update.
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This is accomplished through comparisons with other local, state, and national traffic safety
statistics. 2. The identification of specific traffic safety problems. The collection of traffic collision
data will help identify highway design, law enforcement, vehicle, and driver deficiencies. Corrective
countermeasures may then be developed by traffic engineers, law enforcement agencies, driver
improvement analysts, and educators. 3. The effectiveness of collision prevention efforts. The
success or failure of collision prevention programs will be determined through evaluation of
statistics gathered from traffic collision report forms. 4. The determination of negligence or fault.
Information provided to the Department of Motor Vehicles driver record file will aid analysts in the
development of driver improvement programs by identifying problem or negligent drivers and
determining the laws violated in connection with the traffic collisions. Each quarter, the Statewide
Integrated Traffic Records System SWITRS produces eight routine computergenerated reports
reflecting tabulations and categorizations of traffic collision activity within respective jurisdictions.
The reports allow law enforcement and public works agencies to identify high collision frequency
locations, collisioncausing violations, types of collisions, types and ages of parties involved, and
other information to assist in the analysis of traffic collisions. HPM 110.5 Collision data is used by
many agencies and individuals in addition to law enforcement and public works agencies. An
additional resource, Highway Patrol Guide 40.60, SWITRS Users Guide, is also available to assist in
understanding the purpose and uses of the GRP and quarterly reports. Information on how to order
either the manual or the guide can be found in Chapter 10, Form Requirements and Procedures, of
this manual.http://stopserv.ru/files/digipos-powerpos-manual.xml
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For assistance in clarification or interpretation of items contained within this manual, contact
California Highway Patrol Enforcement Services Division Field Services Section Accident
Investigation Unit 444 North Third Street, Suite 310 Sacramento, CA 916 OFFICE OF THE
COMMISSIONER DISTRIBUTION A D SAllied Agencies and holders of HPM 110.5 HPM 110.5 For
assistance regarding preparation of the CHP 555, Traffic Collision Report, classification of traffic
collisions, or other available services, please call 916 or write to California Highway Patrol
Enforcement Services Division Field Support Section Accident Investigation Unit 444 North Third
Street, Suite 310 Sacramento, CA LOCAL AGENCY RESPONSIBILITY. For the significant reasons
described in the forward of this manual, local agencies should INVESTIGATE or REPORT, in
accordance with the provisions of this manual, all collisions that occur within the scope of their
responsibility. If the city has contracted for traffic law enforcement services with another law
enforcement agency, the contract agency is responsible.If this chapter is not adopted in its entirety,
local agencies should, at a minimum, establish a reporting policy concerning documentation of a. All
collisions resulting in injury or death to any person pursuant to CVC Section b. Property damage
only traffic collisions. To provide data essential in the identification of traffic safety problems and the
development of collision prevention programs, all law enforcement agencies with collision reporting
responsibilities are encouraged to document as many collisions as possible. Local policy will
determine the degree of participation. c. Collisions involving an identifiable violation when
prosecution will be sought. d. Bicycle collisions. e. Noninjury motor vehicle traffic collisions reported
at the police facility, as defined in CVC Section 20015, Counter Reports. f. Motor vehicle nontraffic
collisions, as defined in Chapter 2 of this manual. g.

When referring to this manual and because California Highway Patrol CHP policy may differ from
other agencies, the word shall may be substituted with should by these agencies according to their
local policy. 5. CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL RESPONSIBILITY.NOTE For guidelines, refer to
Highway Patrol Manual HPM, Law Enforcement Assistance and InterJurisdictional Operations,
Chapter 6, Departmental Responsibilities on Federal Lands. d. All school bus collisions as defined in
Chapter 2 of this manual additional references are CVC Section, Definition of a Schoolbus Accident,
and Title 13, California Code of Regulations, Sections 1219 and 1237. e. All motor vehicle traffic
collisions and motor vehicle nontraffic collisions, as defined in Chapter 2 of this manual, occurring



on state property patrolled as a function of the Department s Safety Services Program or in cities
contracting with the Department for patrol activities. For additional guidelines, refer to HPM, Safety
Services Program. f. All bicycle collisions occurring on highways within the Department s
geographical responsibility. g. All collisions involving a vehicle or bicycle being used on
departmental business within the limits of an incorporated city, only when local agency procedures
do not require documentation of the collision refer to HPM 11.1, Administrative Procedures Manual,
Chapter 7, Reports of Accidents. 6. CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL POLICY. The purpose of this
chapter is to provide CHP policy in relation to HPM 110.5, Collision Investigation Manual CIM a. The
objective of this chapter is to ensure all CHP officers and sergeants document collisions according to
the provisions of the CIM in compliance with current policy and commensurate with their level of
training. b. The basic form of documentation of collisions shall be the INVESTIGATION. In certain
limited situations, a REPORT may be completed.

http://www.bouwdata.net/evenement/3m-mp8745-manual

Whichever form of documentation is used, it is expected that the completed document will exemplify
the best possible traffic investigation and report writing techniques. The document shall lead to
logical conclusions based upon the facts of the investigated collision. c. Each officer has the
responsibility to develop report writing and investigative skills that will lead to high quality and
professional documentation of collisions. INVESTIGATIONS and REPORTS shall be clear, concise,
complete, and answer the questions who, what, when, where, why, and how in a time sequential
manner according to the provisions of this manual. 15 HPM 110.5 Additionally, Area commanders
are strongly encouraged to support those officers demonstrating a particular interest in advanced
collision investigation methodologies, to include enrollment in the Advanced Accident Investigation,
Traffic Accident Reconstruction, and TARSC Traffic Accident Reconstruction Specialist Certification
program. e. Area commanders shall ensure sufficient levels of review exist and that completed
documents, either INVESTIGATIONS or REPORTS, are high quality, professional products.
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Additionally, Area commanders are responsible for strict adherence to the procedures contained in
this manual. Area commanders are encouraged to review fatal injury investigations. When the
techniques used by officers are beyond the level of training of the Accident Investigation Review
Officer, the Area commander shall require the report to be reviewed by an officer or sergeant with
equal or greater level of training. When reconstruction methodologies are utilized by qualified
personnel, the Area commander shall require those methodologies be reviewed in accordance with
HPM 110.1, Chapter 1. 1 To request MAIT assistance, refer to HPM 110.1, Chapter 1. 2 Area
commanders are strongly encouraged to allow their officers to assist their Division s MAIT during
investigations conducted within their Area.

http://gromoga.com/images/bridge-inspection-training-manual.pdf

Collision reports shall normally be available to the public within eight working days. HPM For
notification procedures refer to G.O, Report of Unusual Occurrences. 7. COLLISION
INVESTIGATION. A collision shall be documented as an INVESTIGATION, as outlined in this
manual, when one or more of the following conditions apply a. A motor vehicle traffic collision
results in the death of a person on or off a highway. b. A motor vehicle traffic collision results in
personal injury, except as provided in paragraph 8b. c. The collision is a school bus collision, as
defined in Chapter 2 of this manual. d. All collisions that result in an incustody arrest as a
consequence of the collision event itself. For example, a collision results in an arrest for CVC Section
per Section a. This would exclude an arrest for outstanding warrants confirmed through a subject
check subsequent to a collision. e. The collision is the result of an identifiable violation and
prosecution will be sought. To support the prosecution, statements, collection of evidence, and a
detailed analysis of the collision is required to prove the section violated. In the event of a property
damage only collision, an Area commander may establish local procedures to forego prosecution and
document this collision in the report format. f. An involved party has not fulfilled the requirements
pursuant to CVC Section 20002, on or off the highway, and sufficient information is available to
identify the hitandrun driver through followup. For example 1 A witness to the collision records the
license plate number of the hitandrun vehicle and can identify the driver. 2 Witnesses can provide a
description of the hitandrun vehicle and driver, and sufficient physical evidence vehicle parts,
personal property, etc. is available for later identification of the vehicle and driver at the time of the
collision. 17 HPM 110.5 Careful consideration of all factors i.e.
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, vehicle damage, physical evidence, mechanism of injury, fraud, potential for serious nonvisible
injury associated with the collision shall be made prior to documenting the collision in the REPORT
format. c. A collision involves damage to private property and the driver is unable to notify the
property owner in compliance with CVC Section 20002, but notifies this Department without
unnecessary delay. d. A collision involves property damage only includes vehicle fire and towaway or
an officer witnesses the collision causing violation and issues a citation at the scene of a property
damage only collision. HPM Commanders shall be responsible for establishing a system of
administrative review and control to ensure all prosecution resulting from collision
INVESTIGATIONS are in conformance with standards set forth in this manual. 19 HPM 110.5
However, some of the Collision Investigation Manual CIM definitions, interpretations, classifications,
and examples have been adapted for use in reporting traffic collisions in California. 2. ACCIDENT
OR COLLISION. A collision is an unintended event that produces damage or injury, involving a
motor vehicle intransport. The word injury includes fatal injury. Although the terms accident and
collision are synonymous, the word collision should be used to describe the event. 3. AREA OF
IMPACT. An Area of Impact AOI is the areas at which damage or injury occurs as the result of a
collision, where involved parties come into contact with one another, another object, or surface. The
AOI is illustrated in the sketch with the appropriate symbol and described in the narrative. 4.
AUXILIARY LANE. An auxiliary lane is a connector road that joins an acceleration lane and a
deceleration lane, often where the onramp of one interchange is closely followed by the offramp of
another interchange. Auxiliary lanes allow on and offramp traffic to accelerate or decelerate before
merging with mainline traffic, or simply to provide more opportunity to merge.

5. BICYCLE. A bicycle, as defined in California Vehicle Code CVC Section 231, is a device upon
which any person may ride, propelled exclusively by human power through a belt, chain, or gears,
and having one or more wheels. Persons riding bicycles are subject to the provisions specified in
CVC Sections and The operator of a unicycle or tricycle that is involved in a collision will be
considered a bicyclist only if the cycle meets the definition of a bicycle. 6. BRIDGE RAIL. A bridge
rail is a barrier located on the side of a bridge includes a freeway overcrossing designed to stop a
vehicle from leaving the elevated surface or roadway. It may be constructed of concrete, steel, wood,
or stone. The concrete curb is considered part of the bridge rail. Do not refer to a bridge rail as a



guardrail even if it is made of guardrail material. 23 HPM 110.5 Examples may include a damaged
roadway or collapsed bridge, or collisions where visibility is drastically reduced due to fog, dust
storms, heavy rain, etc. In such chain reaction collisions, it may be difficult to determine whether the
event was one continuous event without stabilization or whether several separate collisions
occurred, with the situation stabilizing between each collision. Consequently, for purposes of
uniformity, a chain reaction collision should be considered a single collision. Refer to paragraph 9,
Collisions After Stabilized Situations. 8. CLASSIFICATION OF REPORTING. There are two levels of
collision reporting an INVESTIGATION and a REPORT. These terms refer to the format of
documentation and not the report form itself. 9. COLLISIONS AFTER STABILIZED SITUATIONS. A
stabilized situation marks the end of an unstabilized event. An unstabilized situation is an event or
series of events that begin at loss of control and end when control is regained or when all involved
persons, vehicles, and property come to rest.

https://www.geosuiteonline.de/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626f56
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Stabilization may be brief, but when a discernable period of time separates the end of one event
from the beginning of another event, each subsequent injury or damage producing event should be
documented as a separate collision. The following examples are illustrative of stabilized situations a.
Following a motor vehicle collision, live electric wires fell on the involved vehicle, but no injury was
sustained from the electric current because the occupants remained inside the motor vehicle.
Subsequent injuries attributable to the electric current resulting from occupants attempting to leave
the motor vehicle or rescue attempts by others would not be part of the original motor vehicle
collision. b. Following a motor vehicle collision, objects were loosened which remained in place until
all occupants were removed from the area of risk. In the drivers haste to flee, the driver was
involved in a subsequent collision. Since the decision to flee resulted in a subsequent collision, it
would be considered a separate collision and not part of the original motor vehicle collision. HPM 22
d. Following a motor vehicle collision, the vehicle came to rest within the traffic lanes of a freeway
and the driver remained in the vehicle. This collision became stabilized once any additional collisions
were no longer imminent i.e., an approaching vehicle already out of control due to the movement of
the original collision and the driver and vehicle came to rest. Following each collision, the pursued
driver was able to regain control and continue driving until eventually being halted. Each set of
stabilized events would be considered a separate collision and reported on separate forms. f. A
vehicle caught fire during a noninjury motor vehicle collision. The driver exited the vehicle and ran
towards the shoulder in an attempt to escape the fire.

chrishuzzard.com/userfiles/files/boss-hoss-service-manual.pdf

If during the driver s attempt to escape, the vehicle exploded causing injury to the driver, the
original vehicle collision and driver s injuries would be considered one unstabilized situation. If the
driver was able to reach the shoulder where no additional danger was expected or foreseeable and a
subsequent explosion caused additional injury, the event would be considered a separate situation.
10. CONNECTOR ROAD. A connector road is a roadway that joins two different highways. 11.
COUNTER REPORT OR CITIZEN S REPORT. A counter report or citizen s report is a property
damage only collision reported by an involved party in person at an office of the California Highway
Patrol CHP or local law enforcement agency. Refer to paragraph 36, LateReported Collision, and
CVC Section a. Counter reports are to be completed by the involved party or with the assistance of a
peace officer. b. Counter reports are not processed through the Statewide Integrated Traffic
Records System database files. 12. COURTESY REPORT. A courtesy report is the documentation of a
traffic collision by an officer of a law enforcement agency or CHP Area other than the law
enforcement agency or CHP Area having jurisdiction where the collision occurred. 25 HPM 110.5
View more ONLY drivers involved in an accident resulting in any of the following MUST file ONLY
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drivers involved in an accident resulting in any of the following MUST file OP8280 This opinion is
issued in response to questions from the Driver and Motor Vehicle Services Division of the
Department of Transportation DMV about the accident reporting requirements However,
pedestrians must act responsibly, using pedestrian signals where CHAPTER 230 STATE HIGHWAYS
Planning and Laying Out Bicycle Routes For current laws, see Compiled Please consult an attorney
for legal advice. The Official Use a late effect code for subsequent visits, readmissions, etc.

Regardless of the reason for riding, bicyclists young The violations listed are subject May 25, 2000
MotorVehicle Incident Claims the Life of a Volunteer Fire Fighter The District In this title the
following This First Part is made available to all readers. The final two parts A thorough review of
the Passing requirement. Use of permanent seat Issued April 1985 Revised June 2000 Traffic Laws,
Fines and Phone Numbers Traffic means pedestrians, ridden or herded animals, vehicles, streetcars,
and other conveyances either However, the information is provided without warranties of any kind
including accuracy, completeness, They provide information on the type and number of accidents;
including conditions such as time of day, While there is no way to specify the exact amount or type of
reasonable force to be applied in any situation, every Tangible Result Driver Leanna Depue,
Highway Safety Director The department supports educational programs that encourage What
services does the Secretary of State office offer. What days and hours is your local Secretary of State
branch Direct Buy Warranty Staff September 19, 2014 The attached policy reflects a couple of
important. The additions are underlined in red and the To remain safe on Illinois roads, it is
important to follow the same traffic safety laws that govern vehicle drivers. No amount of P2
Characteristics of unlicensed driving. P2 Unlicensed driving is more likely to AB 8 Gatto As
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State University in 2012. Dr Jeff Rojek is an Associate Professor in the Department of Criminal
Justice at the University of Texas at El Paso. Geoff Alpert is a Professor in the Department of
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Occupational Safety and Health NIOSH. Dr Tiesman completed her MSPH in epidemiology from the
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